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Mission Statement
The objective of the Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego is to promote and
further the technology of electric powered R/C aeromodeling; encourage
competition in Electric Soaring, Pylon Racing, FAI‑F5B/D, Scale, Old
Timer, and Pattern Electric categories by hosting major Industry-sponsored
events and sanctioning “Fun‑Fly” types of contests; provide forums for the
exchange of technical information, instruction and experience; and partici‑
pate in demonstrations of electric propulsion in area-wide model aviation
events.

An Editorial
by Bill Fee
The October general meeting was more than eventful. It was the last
time we would meet in Balboa Park at the Aerospace Museum, and I
for one felt that we were leaving a place we had called home for years
and heading out into the unknown with indecision and trepidation.
VP Wayne Walker filled us in on several possible meeting sites that
held promise, but there was no closure. From the floor, member An‑
drew Reynolds offered a promising alternative, and Wayne wasted no
time checking it out. Voila! Miramar College Hourglass Fieldhouse
Gym is our new meeting place, SEFSD indoor flying is finally a
reality. This issue includes a site map, driving directions, and indoor
flying regulations.
Elsewhere in this issue you will find a potential slate of officers who
have volunteered to serve in 2011. Nominations from the floor will
be accepted before the vote at the next meeting.
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Miramar College

Mission Bay Flying

Hourglass Field House Gym

Google Earth Coordinates

AMA Charter Club 3078

Zip Code 92109
web site: http://sefsd.org/

104440 Black Mountain Rd.
San Diego 92126-2910

Latitude 32°45’45.21”N
Longitude 117°12’50.89”W
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It’s

W a y n e

We have the Hour Glass Field Gym at Miramar College
for our meetings and Indoor Flying for Nov. 23rd, and
Dec 28th from 7:00 PM to 9 PM.
At this month’s meeting we will have the Club Elections
and a vote on whether to add the 1st or 3rd Sunday
afternoon of the month for Indoor flying also. (Jack Hix
is getting the 1st Thursday evening of the month for
Indoor flying a the Encinitas Rec. Center also.)
In January we may have to move our week night flying/
club meeting to another night as the Youth Basket Ball
starts then and it may need Tuesday for their
schedule, we will know at the Dec. 28th Indoor fly and
will announce it in the newsletter and on our Yahoo
Groups site, sefsd@yahoogroups.com , and
www.SEFSD.org sites.

done!!
W a l k e r

Here’s the directions and a map;
Take 15 to Carroll Canyon Road West,
Turn Right at Black Mountain Rd.
Turn Right at 2nd driveway after Gold Coast Dr.
At end of Baseball Fields turn Right into parking area,
Go half way down and turn Left into Rec Ctr Parking,
Park at end closest to really big Field House
Enter the Left hand end doors.
There is 120v electricity at the Lobby and around the
gym at several places. Water fountains in Lobby.
Attached are the Proposed Indoor Flying rules.

INDOOR FLYING
Hour Glass Field Gym

Miramesa College

•
•
•
•
•
•

Membership in AMA and SEFSD is required
for all pilots
Enter by the North door and Sign In at
desk.
Only rubber soled shoes like Tennis and
Court shoes are allowed.
No food, gum. GLUE or drink is allowed
on the courts.
The area between the YELLOW & BLACK
court lines is for Take-off, Landing and
Hovering only.
Flying is Clockwise, Right to Left, Right
hand pattern only.

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

•
•

•
•
•

Normal flight is in the center area 5 to 15
feet high.
Stay 10 feet away from all walls and
fixtures, any planes caught in the ceiling
equipment will be removed by the College
Maintenance Dept, when they get around
to it!
Indoor models should weigh less than 8
oz, and be capable of slow flight.
Use two or more people to pull out
bleachers.
All charging must be in a fireproof container
like a LiPoSack.
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INDOOR FLYING

HOURGLASS FIELD HOUSE GYM AT MM COLLEGE

SEFSD is proud to bring INDOOR FLYING to San Diego at the Miramar College Field House at
Hourglass Field. Our first dates are Nov. 23, 7-9PM and Dec. 28, 7-9 PM. The 2011 schedule will be
announced at the Dec. 28th fly-in, Possible Sunday afternoon flying if enough interest.
Directions; Take 15 to Carroll Canyon Road West, Turn Right at Black Mountain Rd.
Turn Right at 2nd driveway after Gold Coast Dr.
At end of Baseball Fields turn Right into parking area, Go half way down and turn Left into Rec. Ctr. Parking,
Park at end closest to really big Field House.
Enter the Left hand end doors, Sign-In in Lobby,
AMA & SEFSD membership required by the City.

For more info; WWW.SEFSD.ORG
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego
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SEFSD GENERAL MEETING MINUTES
Date: Tuesday, October 26, 2010

IntroductionThis meeting was the final one at the Aerospace Museum,
as the powers that be have decided to close the Museum
at 5:30 p.m. as a cost-cutting measure. Thirty members
were in attendance.

Old BusinessNo significant old business was discussed.
New / Other BusinessFrank Gagliardi reported that 2011 is the 100th
anniversary of Naval Aviation. There is a plan in the
works to have a flight and static demonstration on the
Midway, with “dogfights” in the hangar deck. More
details later.
We are looking for a new meeting site. Several places
have been investigated, but there is no decision yet. The
question was raised about how we will know, since it
will be next month; the answer was, it will be in Peak
Charge, sent out about a week before the meeting, and
undoubtedly e-mailed to those members who have
provided an e-mail address to the Membership Chairman.
Wayne Walker announced there would be a raffle
tonight—get your dollars ready!
Randy Marsden announced the next EMAC will be held
on Sunday, November 14.
Frank said that there are nine planes ready to fly in the
new Entry Level Program; go to www.pylonairracing.
com to see what Mike Morgan has in store. Plans are to
hold the maiden event on November 27th, 8:00-9:30 a.m.,
weather permitting. They could use help in putting it on
at our field and at Miramar; it will be announced in Peak
Charge and on the club website.
Saturday, November 13, will be Vet Day Scale at
Miramar, with food, awards, and ceremonies.
Upcoming is the annual Toys for Tots—first week of
December.
Speaking of December, Phil’s Barbeque has tentatively
given us Sunday the 12th for the Christmas Party—all we
need is for the Board of Directors to approve, so Chuck
Grim can sign the contract. Since there was a quorum of
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

Board members present, an impromptu meeting was held
and the go-ahead was approved on the spot.

Show & TellAndy Reynolds was first up, showing a Wildcat he had
built, from plans he had found online, also published
in the January Park Pilot Magazine. He used Google
Sketch-Up (a CAD program) to render the plans to the
proper size.
Jack Hix was up next, with a Mini Mambo plane. He
gave some tips on rudder settings—trim to fly so when
you launch, it will lift and climb. The motor was an
Ember II. Get good 4-6 lb. contest grade sheet balsa.
He’ll submit a photo and a brief sidebar.
John Forester is very pleased with a Cirrus 5 amp
controller for his boat—smooth throttle curve.

RaffleWinners were Andy Reynolds (2), Stelio Jackson (2),
Roger Bohn (2), Randy Marsden (2), Barbara Tamulski
(1), and Dick Kantner, (1). (Who buys the tickets, wins
the prizes; those of us who neglected to do so, did not
win anything.)

Nominations for 2011 Officers Randy Marsden opened the floor for nominations. In
quick order, some usual suspects were snagged, and
some new ones added to the roster: Michael Neale for
Treasurer, Chuck Grim for Safety Officer, Stelio Jackson
for Webmaster, Steve Belknap for President, Wayne
Walker for Vice President, Sylvia Fee for Secretary, Steve
Neu, Ray Fulks, and Mike Eberle for Board Members
At Large. All were approved by acclamation. The
next day, Steve Belknap and Wayne Walker arranged
to trade places, but otherwise the list of candidates is
unchanged. Elections will be held at the November
meeting—location to be determined, and announced
in the November Peak Charge, on the website, and by
e-mail, wherever possible.
Meeting adjourned before 9:00.

Respectfully submitted,
Sylvia Fee
Peak Charge
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Human-Powered Flight Stays Airborne

History is made after a grad student at the
University of Toronto sustains altitude and
airspeed for 19.3 seconds while traveling about
145 yards at an average speed of 16 mph.
In what may well be one of the last aviation
firsts, a University of Toronto graduate
student has fulfilled an ancient dream that
dates back at least to the Greek legend of
Daedalus and Icarus — human-powered flight.
In an ungainly wing-flapping craft, or
ornithopter, built by students at the university,
Todd Reichert made history last month
by sustaining both altitude and airspeed
for 19.3 seconds, traveling a little more
than 145 yards at an average speed of about 16 mph.
The flight, conducted at sunrise Aug. 2 at the Great Lakes
Gliding Club in Tottenham, Ontario, was witnessed by a vice
president of the Federation Aeronautique Internationale,
which certifies aviation records. Reichert’s time and distance
are expected to be recognized as world records for humanpowered flight at a meeting next month of the federation.
The craft — called the Snowbird because some of the first
ground tests were conducted last winter on a snow-covered
runway — has a wingspan of 105 feet. That’s nearly as long
as the wingspan of a modern-day Boeing 737 jetliner. But
because it is constructed of balsa wood, foam and carbon
fiber, it weighs only 94 pounds — less then all the pillows
normally carried by a commercial 737, Reichert said.
The ornithopter is powered by the pilot pumping his legs up
and down, as if working out on a StairMaster. That causes
the ends of the wings to flex like those of a giant pterosaur.
The Snowbird, which cost more than $200,000, was designed
and built under the guidance of emeritus aerospace engineering
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professor James D. DeLaurier, who has been studying
ornithopters for most of his career. More than 30 students
and two civilian volunteers participated in its construction.
The inaugural flight was made at 6:45 a.m., a time when there
were virtually no winds to interfere. The students completed
final assembly of the craft onsite because, Reichert said,
they had no barn or other building big enough to hold it.
Initially, the craft was towed behind a car, but when
the tow-line was released, it was powered solely by
Reichert’s legs. The fact that he was able to maintain
airspeed and altitude indicated that he was actually
powering the craft rather than simply gliding.
Reichert said he underwent months of training to build up leg
strength. He also shed 18 pounds to minimize the effort required.
The aircraft is not a practical method of transport, Reichert
said in a statement released this week. Rather, it is “meant to
act as an inspiration to others to use the strength of their body
and the creativity of their minds to follow their dreams.”
The students involved also used it as a way to learn about
how to build lightweight structures.

Peak Charge
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Most of this model is made of Styrofoam take-out food trays from a local Mexican restaurant. The top and bottom of
the fuselage is 1 mm depron. The top front cowl is a section from a styrofoam coffee cup. The struts and landing gear
shocks are made from plastic coffee stirrers from the local bank’s coffee cart. The landing gear wire flexes enough to
make the shocks telescope realistically. The wingspan is 13” and it weighs 19.3 grams (.68 oz.)
The current Micro Turbo Porter uses the electronics from the Park Zone Ember 2 and a 7mm pager motor turning a
Plantraco Tri-turbofan prop.

comments by the Editor

... another innovative creation and contribution by

Jack Hix

TREASURER’S REPORT 2010
The bank account began the year at $23,230.34 and I estimate
it will close the year at approximately $21,433.41 (since we do
not have a Club or Board Meeting in December our financial
year runs from the first day of December till the last day of
November). The reason why its an estimate is that because
I am writing my Treasurer’s Report early in November, so it
makes it in to Peak Charge, I have to estimate our income and
expenses through to the end of November.
Our net income minus expenses for 2010 will be approximately
$ -1,796.93.
With membership at around 230, we received $9,855.00 from
membership dues.
This year the MWE Spring Fling cost us $1,300.83 mostly
because we did not attract as much sponsorship as in previous
years.

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

Our most significant expenses have been the Peak Charge
newsletter ($3,174.16), our Porta-Potti at the field ($1,143.24),
membership of the Aerospace Museum ($1,000) and our
Holiday Party ($989.43). We also supported the monthly
meeting raffle with a total of $363.00.
We are still working on closing the 2010 Electric World
Championship accounting but I am pretty confident SEFSD
should not be significantly out of pocket at the end of the day.
Please feel free to call me or email me at anytime if you have
any questions about the club finances. I deliberately keep my
annual report short so everyone can understand the clubs basic
financial situation but I don’t want any members to think that
they can’t find out more if they are interested.
Enjoy a safe 2011 flying season.
Michael Neale, Treasurer SEFSD.
Peak Charge
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President’s Corner
November 2010

Randy Marsden
I am officially term-limited out.
It has been fun and very educational to be president of our club.
There is much that goes on behind the scenes of our club that is
completely unknown to most members, unless they always
read the board meeting minutes to get a bit of a clue. But
the meeting minutes capture only part of the work that
gets done. Most of the organization and execution of
events like the spring Fling, the EMAC, and other events
happens by phone and email or meetings at someone’s
home. The people who do their work behind the scenes
are the real backbone of the club. Ray Fulks frequent
meeting with the park rangers, Wayne Walker’s ferret‑
ing out of a new place for our
monthly program meetings,
Frank Gagliardi’s effort to orga‑
nize spring fling, and many oth‑
16 October 2010
ers who put in hours of effort to
keep things operating smoothly
deserve your thanks and admira‑
Driving to the field from the San Diego State area, my windshield wipers were on constantly -tion for their selfless efforts on
not a heavy rain, but the “October drizzles”. I was wondering if we could even hold an
our club’s behalf.
Electroglide on a day like this! But, surprise!!, the field was dry, and there was an eager group
I have been enriched by work‑
of pilots (even though there were only 6 of them) and we were good to go!
ing with these who do so much
There was a solid deck of low, dark stratus over the whole area, so sent up a few “sniffers” to
that is not acknowledged nearly
check out the ceiling altitude. The result -- we seemed to be cleared to a thousand feet, and
often enough.
surprisingly, there was little sink. The sniffing Radians just cruised along and holding their
altitudes!
See you at the field.

San Diego Electroglide

9:30 -- dead calm, little sink, no rain, and off we went!
For this day in early Fall, there was some great flying some great spot landings. Here are the
results:
(Too bad that there were so few of us. A little October drizzle scared off a Southern
California pilot or two, or three or four.............................

Standard Class -- Stock Radians
Norm Arndt
83 (20)
69 (10)
92 (20)
244
Tom Erickson
58 (20)
54 (10)
80 (20)
192
Bob Stinson
62 (20)
51 (10)
74 (20)
187
Terry Thomann
35
0
82 (20)
117
Rick Rogers
44 (10)
39
0
83
(Terry, on his second launch, made an attempt to launch his hat!! It fared better than his
Radian!!)

Open Class
Bob Anson Ascent/ Hacker

60

54 (20)

61 (10)

175

If you are not sure of the rules, give me a call at (619) 469-5566 or e-mail me at
<donandanne@cox.net>
The November Electroglide will be the 20th. First toss at 9:30.

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

Don Wemple
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Holiday Party
Silent Electric Flyers
of
San Diego

Event Center
Large Private Room

3740 Sports Arena Blvd.

Your Cost: $20.00/Person, Includes Tax and Tip
Sunday, December 12, 2010
6:00 PM
No Host Beer and Wine
DINNER
Baby Back Ribs
Barbequed Chicken
Baked Beans, Potato Salad, Mixed Green Salad
(set portions not an all you can eat buffet)

DESSERT
Holiday Selection
Send Checks Payable to SEFSD to: Chuck Grim, 1319 Reed Ave., San Diego, CA 921095131. For questions call (858) 274-7322

LAST CHANCE to Commit is December 5th

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego
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Tips & Tricks

The Club Corner
by Jim Wallen, AMA Insider Club Editor

All Screwed Up
I recently discovered a great way to mount canopies,
cowlings, hatches, virtually anything that requires a
mounting screw, to attach it to an airplane. I’d like to
share it with the rest of my modeling friends.
As anyone who’s ever tried to mount a fiberglass cowling
or a plastic canopy on a balsa wood model knows, one
of the most difficult things to do is to get the wood hard
enough to reliably hold the mounting screws so they
won’t vibrate out in flight and allow the part to crack or
fall off. In the past, the best method has seemed to be to
use hardwood or plywood blocks, pre-drill the holes, and
then harden them with CA. While that may work for a
while, if you have to remove the screws a few times they
eventually get loose again and you’re right back at square
one. Often, the next step is a bigger screw, which adds
weight and looks crummy! So here’s my solution …
Cut a small piece of plastic antenna tubing slightly longer
than the length of the screw. You can use any hard plastic
tubing you have (not fuel tubing), just make sure the
inside diameter is slightly smaller than the body of the
screw. Antenna tubing is a perfect fit for the small allenhead servo mounting screws I like to use.
First, drill a small hole through the part and into the block
(or balsa) as you normally would. Next, enlarge the hole
to the outside diameter of the tubing. Make sure you’re
accurate with this hole, as it’s important that the tubing
fit snugly into the wood before gluing. You should have
to tap the tubing into the hole with a small block or tool.
If it’s loose, drop down a size on your drill bit. You may
want to practice on a scrap of wood at first to find the
right bit sizes. Now just use thin CA to secure the tubing
into the wood, and give it several minutes to dry.
Your screws will bite into the plastic tubing much better
than they do into wood, and you can remove and replace
them as many times as you need to. The friction of the
tubing on the screws’ threads will act like “lock-tite,” and
they won’t vibrate out or loosen in flight. I keep several
sizes of plastic tubing handy to match the various sizes
of screws I use on my airplanes. You can use pan head,
socket head, or flat head screws, whatever you prefer,
they all work equally well with this method. And it’s easy
to modify an existing mount to use this method, too.
Good Luck!
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

Club leadership is one of the more important facets
of our AMA clubs. If we have dynamic and proactive
leadership, the club tends to prosper. If a club officer
is an officer in name only, the club will not do as well.
Stagnation and declining membership are symptoms of
clubs having uninspired leadership.
There are multitudes of activities that clubs may
undertake that are only limited by the time available from
the club officers. Let’s try to recruit club officers that
have new ideas and want to give them a try.
All too often it is a problem filling even the most
important officer positions in a club. Try to think of
some ways to make volunteerism more appealing to club
members. Maybe you can have an Officer Recognition
Day at one of your club meetings. Make it a point to
invite all officers, past and present, to the meeting to
be recognized. Invite the spouses and bring a cake to
celebrate. Some clubs incentivize members to become
club officers by giving them discounts on the club
membership! Patches and/or pins are a possibility as well.
Get their names out in front of the membership with an
article in the club newsletter.
Remember, nothing happens unless you go out and
make it happen. Bring up this idea at your next officers’
meeting and get their opinion. You might be surprised at
the new ideas that pop up! 

SEFSD HOLIDAY PARTY
December 12th, 2009

$20 EACH
Name: __________________
Guest Names: _________________
Amount Enclosed $____________

Make Check Payable to “SEFSD”
LAST CHANCE to Commit December 5th

MAIL TO:

Chuck Grim, 1319 Reed Avenue,
San Diego, CA 92109-5131
Peak Charge
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Indoor Flight
I would like to pass on a huge thanks to those who were involved in acquiring the Hour Glass Field
Gym. I know how much work they put into this, I tried for almost a year without success.
DW Foamies would like to be involved with helping indoor flight grow to something the club can be
proud of. To start off, other than the monthly club event, I have offered to sponsor all indoor gym time.
This will allow club members to have more time to play with their flying machines. I have opened a
website, www.SDIndoorFlying.com that will have a calendar of flying dates, events and other useful
information.
This facility has the potential to host some great events. A Club fun fly event would be a great way
to have some fun on a rainy day. An event might consist of judged sequence and freestyle flying, an
obstacle course flying through hoops and limbo bars, Vapor pylon races etc. I’m sure that some of the
local companies such as Discount Hobbies, HiTec, Innovative Designs, Neu Motors and DWFoamies
would love to chip in with some great door prizes.
The airframe limit of 8 ounces allows many different choices from the beginner to the expert. A
favorite of many and a perfect starter for indoor flying would be the HobbyZone Champ, available
at Discount Hobbies. Some of the ParkZone kits such as the Vapor, the J3 Cub and the Ember also
make fun indoor flyers.
DWFoamies will be introducing a line of “Pro Series” indoor kits at the 2011 AMA show. Our Team DW
Pilots have been developing a proven set of airframes that are top class. These kits will include CNC
cut 3mm Depron, light weight hardware including landing gear that can be built into a competition
level airframe weighing less than 6 ounces. We will also be adding a 34in. version of our “Hempel
AeroCub” to our indoor line-up.
For those interested in purchasing one of our indoor kits, I will be offering SEFSD club members a
“Combo Deal” which will include a kit, motor/controller and prop. Included will be our current 28in.
kits, our new “Pro Series” and the 34in. Hempel AeroCub, pricing varies between $60.00 and $90.00
including shipping. For more information, please send an e-mail to sales@DWFoamies.com with a
subject of “Club Combo” and I will reply with info and availability.
Mike Morgan
www.DWFoamies.com
----------------------------------FYIThe elite indoor event of the year is the Electric Tournament of Champions, also known as the ETOC. The
2011 event will be held April 1st and 2nd 2011 in Toledo, Ohio. This event features world class pilots, to
name a few Andrew Jesky, RJ Gritter, Donatas Pauzuolis, Seth Arnold, Jason Noll and Gernot Bruckman
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